






‘The melting point of granite’: urban nationalist tourism and the reconstruction of colonial Delhi


‘The fusion of the Mahomedan element to form a common national Indian mass, requires the heat of the melting point of granite – or 2372 degrees of the political Fahrenheit.’ (Bholanauth Chunder, 1869)​[1]​
 

On October 15 1990 a DCM-Toyota van, transformed into the television-style replica of an ancient chariot, advanced through the streets of an upper middle class suburb of South Delhi. Through loudspeakers affixed to its cab, a slight and bespectacled Sindhi berated the residents about their inattention to their ancient Hindu heritage; behind him processed an exotic line of travellers with swords, bows and tridents. For the most part, the suburban Delhi-ites proffered the strangers a polite, if bemused, welcome, some even applauded.​[2]​ When the van passed through other parts of Delhi, onlookers would throw flowers in its path, others would come forward to the Toyota cab and hand offerings to its occupants. It was only when it passed into the walled former Mughal city of Shahjahanabad and reached its oldest thoroughfare that the riots began.
The bespectacled tourist was the leader of the Bharitiya Janata Party (BJP). He had been on his travels through western, central and now northern India for over a month. L. K. Advani styled his progress a ‘Rath Yatra’, an ancient pilgrimage, travelling ultimately to the contested ‘birthplace’ of Rama in the city of Ayodhya, where he would instigate a televised, global movement to tear down a local mosque and build in its place a Hindu temple.​[3]​ Delhi was the only city in which Advani’s tour lingered for several days, and the only one not generally associated with Hindu pilgrimage. Through the figure of the first Mughal emperor, Babur, the capital city represented instead the other aspect of the discursive dyad that Advani had foregrounded in his visual and pamphleteering narrative, pitting the Indo-Muslim medieval political past against a desired pan-Indian sense of what the Maharashtrian ideologue V D Savarkar had described as ‘Hindutva’ (1923), a concept of Hindu identity centred on the idea of territory.​[4]​ With Delhi the hitherto regional BJP staked its claim to political power at the centre. Televised around the world, the Ram Janmabhumi movement (‘Birthplace of Rama’) helped forge not only a national but a global diasporic Hindu nationalist constituency. 
While the success of Advani’s spectacular revaluation of Hindutva may have been unprecedented, his impulse to focus on Delhi recalls a wider historical narrative of nationalist travels in the modern Indian nation. Despite its associations with leisure, the trope of tourism is not entirely inappropriate here, especially given the longstanding problematic of territoriality for the regional Hindu nationalist movements.​[5]​ Henre Lefebvre has suggested that infra-national tourism is often neocolonial in its intentions, picking ‘over the last remnants of the past in search of whatever nourishment may be obtained from the signs of anything historical or original’.​[6]​ In the context of constructing Hindutva, as macabre as it may sound, Advani clearly felt that in the former Mughal capital ‘a veritable feast of authenticity awaits the tourist’.​[7]​ Although the conflation of Mughal and Muslim is commonly located as an important route towards the communalist construction of modern Hindu identities, the historical part played in that process by an imagined Delhi has remained largely unmapped.​[8]​ To place Advani’s procession into Delhi within a longer history of Indian transregional travel is to recall the buried discursive connections between Hindu nationalism and its mainstream nationalist sources. Indeed, a curious daisychain of influence links Advani’s incursion into the capital to a much earlier pioneering jaunt to the city, one that had also combined global media, Mughal Delhi, and Hindu tourism, in search of a provincial purchase on the nation. Only on that occasion, the tourist had been rabidly liberal. 
Savarkar’s term ‘Hindutva’ had originally appeared in 1892 in a Bengali text, where the author Chandranath Basu defined it as expressive of a fundamental relationship between ‘Hindu-ness’ and history.​[9]​ A full quarter of a century earlier, however, ‘Hinduness’, heritage and territoriality had already been fused together by a Bengali writer, using Delhi in particular for the performance of an exclusive, historicised national identity. In 1869, Bholanauth Chunder published in London his two volume narrative in English, Travels of a Hindoo to Various Parts of Bengal and Upper India. The second volume of Chunder’s Travels was almost entirely devoted to a self-styled ‘tourist’ view of the former capital, a detailed descriptive project that took place less than a decade after the city’s devastation in the Rebellion of 1857, and in which the author attempted to recover from its ruins the narrative of an ancient and epic Hindu past. Chunder identified his book at different points as a beneficiary of the ‘great leveller – the Rail’ (p. 252), a child of the enlightened modernity of nineteenth-century European sciences, and a harbinger of the spirit of republicanism in India. In other words, it was quintessentially a product of early liberal nationalism. Passing ceremoniously through the Delhi suburbs before pressing more problematically into the city centre, his tourist’s progress performed along the way a new, self-consciously modern and aggressively national sense of the city’s iconology.​[10]​ Speaking at once to imperial London and reformist Calcutta, his reconstruction of the city not only evokes the reterritorialising continuities running between liberal, mainstream and Hindu nationalisms, but a common founding structural uneveness that entailed the discursive spectacle of deterritorialising the urban Muslim populations of South Asia.​[11]​ 
In opening up Delhi’s landscape to nativist social and historiographical dislocation, Chunder’s Travels gave a new spatial focus to the anti-Mughal cultural optic that shaped nationalist consciousness in the nineteenth century. Its immediate influence can be found, for instance, in Bengali fiction from the late 1860s, in a raft of popular ‘Mughal’ historical novels which continued to be translated across India well into the twentieth century.​[12]​ When we recall that Chandranath Basu was writing for the radical journal Bangadarshan edited by the most famous of those novelists, Bankimchandra Chatterjee, it is easy to see how the onward march of a territorialised Hindutva crossed and re-crossed the provinces of colonial India via its former, present and future capitals. Even as it propelled these transregional connections, however, Chunder’s innovative portrait of Delhi revealed the global investments, aesthetic strategies and imaginative limitations at work in the very idea of a Hindu nation.​[13]​ Gandhi’s famously sentimental claim that the heart of the ‘real’ India lies in its villages elides this deeper, more troubled history of what we might call nationalist urbanism, a modern tourist trail that begins innocently enough with a city and a train.​[14]​  
 

Retaking the captive city: Bholanauth Chunder’s new Delhi
Writing in his diary in 1863, the poet Ghalib described Delhi as a ‘deserted city’.​[15]​ It was then just a year since the exiled Muslim population, blamed by the British for the insurrection in and beyond Delhi, had been allowed back within the walls of Shahjahanabad. Three years later, the East India Railway company opened up its main line from Calcutta to Delhi and Bholanauth Chunder, liberal Brahmo Samajist, resident of Calcutta, graduate of Hindoo College and one of the first Indian members of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, was among a large influx of tourists that year into what he described as at that moment ‘perhaps the most renowned city on the globe’ (p. 129). Stepping down from the train, he found himself sharply recalled from his ‘reveries’ of a ‘Mogul’ city as vivid as the ‘myth of Scheherezade’s Tales’, to the very different ‘realities of the scene before us’. A surprisingly crowded and burgeoning Delhi terminus greeted him:

‘such numbers of all classes of people, travellers, merchants, shopkeepers, gentlemen of elegant leisure, invalids, and speculators […]. The road beneath the platform was thronged by a dense crowd of coolies, sweetmeat vendors, and hooka-burdars, running about in all directions [....]. The dust, loosened by the tread of steps, was flying about to make big folks turn up their aristocratic noses.’ (p. 130)

What Chunder presents here is not only the portrait of a socially diverse city on the move but, as he saw it, of a more liberal country moving into and displacing its lingering feudal past. With the launching of railway lines into Punjab around this time, there had been substantial immigration as well as capital flowing into Delhi. Part of this movement was distress immigration from the countryside in the wake of the 1861 and 1866 famines, but it also included an expanding class of successful Hindu and Jain businessmen, a returning European population, and new economic opportunities for Indian bankers, piecegood merchants, and traders in food. While it would be another two decades before industrial manufacturing was under way, the population increase in Delhi in the 1860s and 1870s was by far the largest in any Indian city at this time.​[16]​ Moreover, by 1872 a quarter of all trade in Delhi was conducted with Calcutta.​[17]​ In one sense, Bholanauth Chunder had merely followed the line back to its source, a city that had become the entrepot for goods flowing in from Punjab and the rest of the Upper India, and making its way via Calcutta towards a global imperial market. At the same time, he had taken an important and deliberate symbolic step in rewriting for his countrymen an endemic British narrative of Indian urban decline. 
Despite its long gestation between 1843 and 1869, a nativist intention to ‘reterritorialise’ India as national space clearly organises Chunder’s narrative as a whole, placing him within the first generation of Bengali writers to practice and invest in travel as a moral mode of self and national bildung.​[18]​ His accounts first appeared as a series of local articles in the Calcutta periodical Saturday Evening Gentleman.​[19]​ In those early stages, recalling riverine journeys undertaken mainly in Bengal between 1843 and 1845, Chunder pushes past the rural spatial boundaries normally observed by his fellow residents of Calcutta and recasts the Bengal hinterland through local traditions as well as liberal nationalist preoccupations, catachrising imperial British history and travel narratives through their lived Indian reception. Moving further beyond Bengal with the arrival of the railways in 1860, he then foregrounds a more programmatic intention to bring ‘Young Bengal’ and ‘Young Hindostan’ together into ‘one great welded nation’ – in the process appropriating the railways as, for ‘the Hindoo’, ‘a novel incarnation for the regeneration of Bharat-versh’.​[20]​ A reverse alchemy is subsequently worked as rural Bengal is translated into ‘Bharat-versh’ by its persistent insertion into the story of a perceived more urban, affluent and entrepreneurial north Indian populace. ​[21]​ Historians filletmining Chunder’s text for its rich seams of social documentation, have elided the ways in which Delhi arrives as the final narrative goal of that reterritorialisation. The second volume of the Travels is given over almost entirely to transforming what was widely perceived as a medieval Muslim citadel into the cultural and historical foundations of a modern Hindu nation in waiting.​[22]​
In his introduction to Chunder’s text, the British historian J Talboys Wheeler tried to play down this wider, more transgressive reterritorialisation by characterising the narrative as a species of the further English enlightenment of benighted Indian superstitions by a native correctly versed in British orientalist historiography (Travels, Volume I, p. xix). However, Talboys also warily suggests that while an educated native view of India is refreshing: ‘Our traveller perhaps does not tell us all he knows. Probably, like the candid old father of history, he has been fearful of meddling too much with divine things, lest he should thereby incur the anger of the gods.’ (Travels, Volume I, p. xiii). Chunder’s lavish dedication to the Viceroy might appear at first to authorise this loyalist reading, describing his own narrative as ‘the humble fruits’ of an education indebted to the British government. There is nevertheless a considered measure of ambiguity in this avowal. Founded in part by the reformer Rammohun Roy, Hindoo College was one of the cradles of Indian liberal nationalism, nurtured just before Chunder’s period there by the teaching and publications of Henry Derozio, a writer whose romantic nationalist poems in English are quoted repeatedly in the Travels.​[23]​ In negotiating British censoring ‘gods’ in his narrative (including perhaps his editor, Talboys Wheeler), Chunder carefully places his ‘welded nation’ not within but ‘throughout the empire’ (Travels, Volume I, p. 388), extensive with rather than subordinated to, a British framework. He concludes the account by pressing home its lesson that the empire is not purely a question of mechanical power, but of ‘political science and political reform’. Indeed, by consistently forging his own estimation of ‘political good to the governed’ and the potential lessons of English ‘republicanism’(p. 407-8), Chunder slyly raises the prospect of the power of government passing into other enlightened hands. Like the efforts of so many of his generation of educated Indian liberal intellectuals, his ‘benign sociology’ of India had as its goal a much more complex pedagogical programme than Macaulay could have imagined.​[24]​ ‘Our nation,’ he declared, ‘needs the political education to be prepared for the innovations of a higher political science.’ (Travels, Volume I, 438). 
Chunder’s ambiguous liberal nationalist position, however, is substantially redefined by his first foray into Delhi through its history. Looking out at the iron bridge that will shortly carry trains directly into the heart of the city, Chunder describes the incomplete British construction as ‘the reality of Xerxes’s chain and rod thrown over the proud Jumna’ (p. 131). Yoking together British science and a failed Persian despot, he indirectly invokes a comparison between the British and the now fallen Indo-Persian Mughal empires. A mock-heroic apostrophe to the Mahabharata further cements the comparison by locating the British bridge as the enslaver of ancient Hindu India, a role commonly reserved by the Bengali bhadralok (or elites) for the former Indo-Muslim rulers. ‘Oh! ye shades of Judisthira, Bheema, and Arjuna,’ Chunder exclaims, ‘with what pious horror must you look down from your blest abodes, upon the impious bridge that binds and lashes the waves of that classic stream’ (p. 131). He quotes at length another poetic apostrophe on Delhi, describing the city as the ‘lone mother’ of the dead Pandava empire, a ‘tomb’ that ‘contains no ashes now;/The very sepulchres tenantless’ (p. 132). An intuitive connection is thus quietly made between British mechanical supremacy, a desecrated post-Rebellion city, and ancient India, a metaphorical slippage that renders the recent British recapture of the contemporary city as repeating the mythic catastrophe of the fall of ‘Bharat-versh’.​[25]​ Chunder’s task of prospecting the Indo-Muslim sites of Delhi for their Hindu origins is thus announced, along with the faintest of suggestions that British rule might be seen as part of a still unfinished history of Islamic despotism.


‘Sermons in stone’: Aryan tourism and the imperial city
No sooner is the tourist settled with his host in the heart of Mughal Delhi than he hurries out beyond its walls. From there Chunder stages a detailed, methodical and apparently mimetic assault on the colonial production of historical space in the former capital. Henri Lefebvre described the production of ‘historical space’ as the process by which the fragmenting, abstract space of the state is first constituted along the apparently coherent axis of chronological representation, simultaneously colonising, compartmentalising and eventually evacuating the overlapping heterogeneity of other forms of socio-spatial experience.​[26]​ In contrast to the reproduction of those overlapping forms in the rest of the Travels, Chunder declares that his narrative will now exchange the contemporary for the chronological, the travel itinerary for the historiographical reconstruction. Moreover, this chronological reinscription is to be conveyed through a distinct optic. He intends, he says, ‘to begin from the beginning, and not to write, like the Persian, from the right to the left’ (p. 134). One might almost say that the ‘travels of a Hindoo’ begin in earnest here, in a rapidly nativising Bengali historiography that had just borrowed religion as its organising category.​[27]​ 
The field of urban studies on India has until surprisingly recently been captive to a nationalist inflected itinerary that too often travelled precisely along these colonial lines of religio-ethnic fragmentation. The story of medieval urbanisation was still being read by scholars in 1990 as a purely Muslim phenomenon, sharply contrasting with a perduring Hindu village India.​[28]​ Advani’s advocacy for rural and small town India as the natural constituency for Hindutva was thus legitimated in part by bringing it into literal physical opposition with the former Mughal city. The misplaced twentieth-century historiographical consensus on urbanisation stemmed from a revaluation of colonialist arguments about village communities initially set out by Charles Metcalf in the early nineteenth century, a sociology of India which, as Chunder was no doubt aware, had recently been given metropolitan endorsement by Henry Sumner Maine’s highly influential Ancient Law (1861).​[29]​ Though travelling in the compartmentalising historiography of the state-sponsored production of historical space, Chunder’s narrative of the ruins of Delhi nevertheless takes deliberate aim at its ruling chronological paradigms of urbanisation. Beneath the military and religious architectural ruins of Muslim settlements in Delhi, he identifies the prior Hindu urban empires of ‘Indraprastha’ and ‘Rai Pithora’, setting the former in particular in a global comparative framework that twins it as the glorious urban Eastern counterpart to Athens (p. 134). Later, industrialising the ancient ‘Hindu city of Delhi’, Chunder describes its ‘Iron Pillar’ as technically prefiguring and indeed surpassing the achievements of Birmingham and Woolwich (p. 151). Concluding his investigations into the early Indo-Muslim structures, he explains that: ‘Politically, the Pat[h]an may have been dominant, but he was in arts the humble pupil of the ancient and time-honoured Hindoo’ (p. 242). Settlement by settlement, Chunder decodes the signature of Hindu masons on each urban complex and building. If the global medieval city is ‘not Hindoo founded, it is at least Hindoo built’ (p. 191).
There is a vital link between this reconstruction of the lost Aryan cities of Delhi and the production of space as an intensely dialectical process. The three categories of space Lefebvre identified – ‘the perceived, the conceived, and the lived’ – are produced palimpsestically, simultaneously overlapping and contested, all three being further inflected by the state-determined production of economic and social space.​[30]​ Despite his claim to prioritise the chronological, Chunder’s historical itinerary is constructed as he travels physically through its built environment, constantly reminding us of his own ‘degenerate’ body negotiating its intimidating heights and a hurried tourist’s schedule.​[31]​ This more embattled contemporary consumption of suburban Delhi suggests the contradictory ‘perceived’ experience of spatial practice, the necessarily partial ‘spatial competence and performance’ of the modern ‘Hindoo’ tourist (Lefebvre 38).​[32]​ At the same time, the abstract ‘conceived’ space of Delhi (already the object of its own Archaeological Society reports) is explored discursively as a new map transacted with the imagined and idealised pan-Indian readership Chunder wishes to forge, an organic ‘Bharat-versh’ retrieved whole from the fragmenting imperatives of colonialism.​[33]​ In this self-conscious urge to describe and redefine Delhi, colonial representations of space give way to the active and lived production of representational spaces, that is, ‘space as directly lived through its associated images and symbols’.​[34]​ However, Lefebvre’s insistence that the user’s negotiation of this lived ‘representational space’ tends towards coherence falls short of the full complexity of Chunder’s narrative strategies. For the ‘Hindoo tourist’, it seems, the Aryan past of Delhi is received as anything but a syncretic experience.
Brian Hatcher’s recent reconsideration of the term eclecticism offers an alternative perspective on the methods by which the conceptual space of colonial historiography is redefined in Chunder’s narrative. For these sections travel as much through prior British texts on Delhi as their author proceeds bodily through its lived ruins. Hatcher suggests that for Brahmo intellectuals of the period, eclecticism was a pervasive response to the stresses of a modern religious identity within an aggressively secularising colonial environment. He defines eclecticism as ‘a method of interpretation and appropriation’, to be contrasted with ‘syncretic’ discourses precisely by its intentionally unresolved ‘disjunctions and surprising juxtapositions’.​[35]​ The eclectic range of references Chunder cites on the multiple urban settlements of Delhi extends well beyond the numerous quotations from canonical literary works, competing travel guides such as Harcourt’s New Guide to Delhi (1866), and earlier British travel narratives from India. To a degree unmatched in the rest of the Travels, Chunder engages relentlessly in this second volume with the work of British historians, architectural antiquarians, and archaeological reports, frequently challenging their findings on Delhi monuments through his own detailed measurements, comparisons, and learned suppositions. Indeed, so extensive is this engagement that after 150 pages he stops to apologise for ‘boring the reader with “‘sermons in stones”’, and inflicting upon him inappreciable stuff about antiquities, not worth a sixpence in the world.’ (p. 270). His modest disavowal notwithstanding, the value of those ‘sermons’ would have been immediately evident to his educated Indian readership, since Chunder’s methods constitute Indian liberal nationalism in its most typical counter-preaching mode, turning British science towards what Gyan Prakash calls ‘another reason’.​[36]​ Here the emerging disciplines of archaeological and architectural ethnology are used for the first time by an Indian to discover an Aryan precolonial urban history in Delhi for which, nevertheless, there does ‘not exist a single carved stone’ (p. 136).​[37]​ 
Chunder’s focus on excavating a lost and glorious ancient Indian past partially aligns his recuperative project with the work of his contemporary, the Bengali archaeological scholar Rajendralal Mitra – like Chunder, one of the first Indians admitted to membership status in the Asiatic Society. Although it is the historiographical and antiquarian publications of Alexander Cunningham, J Talboys Wheeler and James Fergusson that Chunder tends to cite, there is an emphasis within the Travels on scientific accuracy and a positivist methodology that reflects not just the influence of Comte’s work in Chunder’s own Bengali intellectual milieu, but the specific rigor in architectural and archaeological studies urged by Mitra on the discipline in India.​[38]​ Conversely, James Fergusson partially authorised Chunder’s more aestheticised and imaginative reconstructions by claiming architectural scholarship as ‘one of the most important adjuncts of history, filling up many gaps in the written record and giving life and reality to much that without its presence could with difficulty be realised.’​[39]​ 
A tension thus emerges in Travels between the more lyrical revivification of those ‘gaps’ in the vanished ancient topography of Delhi – cosmopolitan palatial spaces ‘thronged by populous numbers […] from far and near’ (p. 145) – and the desire to physically to recover that topography through the assiduous scientific measurement and transcription of the Indo-Muslim remains that now obscure it. In one location, Chunder’s ‘imagination paints’ in extraordinary detail the ‘Hindoo’ cities that have been wholly effaced (p. 137); in another, he is busy making the ‘careful impression’ of transcriptions to challenge the insufficiency of British scholarship on its own material grounds (p. 234). At times, he deceptively characterises himself as the ‘antiquary’ without a guide, a ‘tourist’ lost among those ruins (p. 147, 162). But more often he knowingly uses these abrupt juxtapositions of imaginative wealth with the sparse and conscientious gleanings of archaeological science to argue the productive ‘obscurity’ of all fixed knowledge about the precolonial built environment of ancient Delhi (p. 189). In this way, Chunder attempts to open up a space for the eclectic travelling vision of the tourist as an authoritative form of conclusion in itself, at once positivist and aesthetic, lived and literary, Hindu and cosmopolitan. ‘But be it Mahomedan or Hindoo,’ he writes after one such inconclusive passage of observation and scholarly debate:

‘as we stood at the foot of the Kootub, and gazed upon its majestic form towering into the sky, we thought of the ancient Tower of Babel, and of Ravana’s intended staircase for mortals to go up to heaven [...]. The sun was about to set with that brilliancy which attends his departing glory in the tropics. The scene around and below was wondrously beautiful, and not a single feature in the expanded landscape escaped the eye.’ (pp. 193-5) 

This resort to the mythical sublime at once challenges the boundaries of cultural coherence, and signals the unspoken possibilities of nationalist vision. Commonly portrayed as the villainous rakhsasa (demon) king opposing Rama, Ravana evokes perhaps the most potent of nineteenth-century myths about Muslim misrule, a demonic invading presence abducting and ravishing the maidens of Bharatvarsh.​[40]​ If Rama’s abducted wife Sita was the embodiment of that maidenly virtue, Rama had himself long been enlisted in a patriotic and militant Hindu narrative against perceived foreign imperialism.​[41]​ Chunder thus offers his Indian readers a metaphorically cacophonous, indeed disjunctive, landscape that nevertheless mimes a deceptively singular imperial tale. Abruptly joined together, the disparate images of multicultural Biblical folly and fanatical Muslim hubris render the structure a mute imperial witness – at once British and Muslim – to its own spatial and metaphorical impotence, doubly alien in a landscape that continues to expand beneath the eclectic nativist eye. In this sense, travelling in and beyond colonial historiography, Chunder unfixes the compartmentalised abstract chronology of its separately conceived Hindu, Muslim, and British historical spaces, and gestures towards a still unfolding Aryan horizon.​[42]​
Using such unglossed disjunctive comparisons, Chunder is able to imply here and elsewhere that not only are physical and discursive imperial coercions indissolubly joined in the colonisation of Hindu space, but Muslim medieval and British colonial states are ultimately interchangeable. Thus, the author aporetically claims that the ‘first Mahomedan conquerors made the Hindoo masons work with the Hindoo materials, just as in our age Neill made the Pandies [Indian sepoy rebels] to wash out the blood of their own shedding.’ (p. 192). While most Bengali liberals had struggled to find a cohesive response to the violence of British counterinsurgency in north India during the Rebellion, Chunder’s juxtaposition is especially promiscuous.​[43]​ Indeed, subverting the fragmentation of Indian history into colonial and medieval compartments, the appropriated lexis of counterinsurgency simultaneously marks and masks the extent of rebellion underway. For quietly, insistently, it is the subject position of enlightened modernity itself that is being besieged. As they search Indo-Muslim monuments for clues to the Aryan past, Chunder describes how ‘[o]ur lawyer-friend and ownself examined the localities as carefully as a couple of engineers seeking an assailable position to scale the walls’ (p. 161). Later, denied entry to the walled city’s Jama Masjid by its Muslim ‘porters’, ‘not only did [they] intrude, but entered with uncovered heads and an open umbrella – offences that were instant death for a man under the old regime.’ (p. 281). Rather than an ancient Hindu incursion into Muslim India, this is the abrogation of a medieval past by a self-consciously liberal, modernising authority. The teleology of British colonial modernity is metaphorically interrupted – indeed, at times reframed as medieval ferocity – even as its dependent chronology of a prior Islamic medieval despotism is reinforced.​[44]​ By thus selectively fixing and unfixing the past, Chunder seeks to transform the stony historical landscape of Delhi into the more negotiable fluidity of a ‘differential space’, one that accentuates the conceptual contradictions of its colonially produced environment as the first step towards creating new subjective forms of unity.​[45]​ 


The greater portion of Delhi is in motion
To accomplish this transition, however, Chunder has had to evacuate suburban Delhi of its substantial living populations. For Bishop Heber travelling in the 1820s, the ruins of Delhi’s former settlements scattered beyond the walls of Shahjahanabad presented ‘a very aweful [sic] scene of desolation, ruins after ruins, tombs after tombs’, about which almost nothing further might be said or noticed.​[46]​ They served only to point towards the historical human ruins of the Mughal court the bishop would encounter within. Despite the dichotomising attitudes of the British towards the walled city and its outer reaches, at the time of Chunder’s visit in 1866 integral connections existed between this suburban hinterland and the inhabitants of Shahjahanabad. The former constituted not only the sites on which many of the exiled Muslim population had recently resettled, it was also filled with mansions owned by Delhi’s wealthier inhabitants, as well as sizeable and flourishing non-cultivator populations that maintained longstanding trading, service and labour ties within the city walls.​[47]​ Clearing an imaginative space in which to perform the lived leisure experience of the modern nativist tourist (‘whiling away our time in contemplation of all that was great, and noble, and beautiful in the history of our nation’),​[48]​ Chunder erases the living post-Rebellion human topography of this imperial hinterland. The reader is made aware of its inhabitants only fleetingly as scandalised orthodox Hindu onlookers to his ‘foreign’ dining habits among the ruins, as fanatical Sufi enclaves (p. 225), and as ancient and transient (‘gypsy’) Muslim beggars left behind in the wake of his speeding gharry (p. 371). The eclectic bearer of Aryan modernity passes on to his long deferred homecoming within the city walls.
 Chunder’s return to Shahjahanabad is closely timed to coincide with his chronological narrative of British counterinsurgency in 1857. Battling his way in alongside the sepoys, he enacts a reappropriation of the dispossessed Mughal city, at once subaltern and counterinsurgent. His eclectic historical narrative ends not with a gesture of disloyalty or denunciation, but in an urban landscape stripped of all signs of British presence, barring the ubiquitous motif of the ‘cheap and magnificent whitewash of modern days’ that now covers up the city’s Mughal cultural treasures (p. 289). Tacitly rephrasing Fergusson’s dismissal of colonial architecture in India, he supplies a nativist gloss that, knowing they could never compete with the splendour of Islamic despots, the British had retired entirely from the Indian architectural field (p. 357).​[49]​ Thus emptying Delhi of its substantial and expanding post-Rebellion colonial civilian and military presence, Chunder enacts instead a climactic night-time scene of Hindu urban pastoralism, a lavish city-wide celebration of ‘Dewallee’, the festival of lights which symbolically marks the homecoming of Rama’s procession into his rightful kingdom: 

‘There the shops are all show and glitter. The greater portion of the population of Delhi is in motion during this season of rejoicing. The whole world of fashion is out upon the great promenade, – and  the peasantry from the country, arrayed in their holiday clothing, walk through it up and down in gay parties, passing by and looking on at the gaudy shops.’ (p. 388)​[50]​






The limits to eclectic tourism
Given the lyricism of Chunder’s reclamation of a subjective, unified and quietly epiphanic urban experience, the infamous outburst of incontinent rhetoric that precedes it seems all the more remarkable.​[52]​ The two narrative acts are nevertheless intimately linked. For the lamplit urban pastoral of ‘Dewallee’ obscures a prior, more troubling daytime discovery of an abruptly populous, intrusive and culturally heterogeneous Indian environment. In attempting to inhabit this city centre, Chunder is forced to admit that unlike the broad public spaces of Calcutta, the Delhi streets frustrate the tourist’s desire for ‘the coup d’oeil’ (p. 375). His leisurely eclecticising vision is instead brought to a standstill by ‘crowded thoroughfares’ where:
	
‘you cannot move for two years, but have to keep an eternal look-out, and remember not to commit yourself by furious driving and manslaughter. Here, you are in a city where streams of a living population continually pour through the streets, presenting endless male and female faces […] where men buzz, and bazar, and make and expend money.’ (p. 271)

Faced with an unexpectedly clotted and various living scene, Chunder does indeed begin to give way to his own enlightened form of ‘furious driving’. The comparatively aggressive incursion into the Jama Masjid (p. 281) signals the start of a precipitous narrative collapse into a more singular fixed obsession, the escalating discursive ressurection of a figure familiar from the Victorian literature of urban degeneration. The repeated insanitary motif of ‘the flies of Delhi’ turns into lengthy quotations from anti-semitic British descriptions of the former Mughal elite as multiplying ‘vermin’ infesting the Delhi streets, living in conditions precisely compared to the slums of the European ‘Jew’ (p. 346, 352-57). ‘The Mahomedan has become an obsoletism,’ Chunder concludes after ten pages of unchecked digression: ‘to tolerate his existence is to tolerate an anomaly – a diseased limb endangering the soundness of the whole system’ (p. 357). ‘Dewallee’ pastoralism and ‘Mahomedan’ degeneration thus sit side by side in the narrative, seemingly oblivious to the fracture they mirror in colonial space, but eloquently testifying to the blinding effects of the sublimated, compartmentalising imperatives of the state.
The discursive practice of juxtaposing ‘foreign’ empires in the suburbs and the fractious experience of the city centre must nevertheless be seen as continuous, if disorientating, processes. Trapped in a stubbornly heterogeneous urban social landscape, the anti-imperial historical critique of early liberal nationalism swiftly morphs into the more direct and virulent deterritorialising impulse of nativism. It is therefore all the more crucial to notice that in these intemperate passages Bholanauth Chunder is not calling for the cleansing of ghettoes or for mass emigration, demands as common to the early British counterinsurgent prose of 1857 as they were to the BJP in the 1990s.​[53]​ Rather, he is calling for the destruction of ‘all Mahomedan institutions’ (p. 357), and in effect for the destruction of the imperial present, one in which two invasive empires have momentarily been fused, if only by the eclecticising practices of the narrative. As to the living descendants of the Mughal and Pathan elite, Chunder specifies that they ‘should be left to shift for themselves, and allowed to melt away in the crowd, till they sink into utter insignificance’(p. 355). The distinction and choice of metaphor are telling. They indicate that it is the very recognition of the intractably hybrid population Chunder encounters on the streets of the city centre – the indistinguishable crowd the Indian Muslim might so easily and completely melt into – that is at stake. For in Delhi, Chunder observes:

‘a Hindoo is never without a chapkan over his dhotee, and a skull-cap on his head. The same colloquy, the same costume, and the same civilities, seem to have apparently effaced all external distinctions between a Hindoo and Mohamedan of Delhi. The only mark by which one may make out their races, is that the former buttons his tunic on the right side, and the latter hooks his on the side of the heart.’ (pp. 374-5)

It is all the more troubling for the tourist that these ‘externalities’ are decided marks of civility, contrasting painfully with the wealthy Bengali Hindus, who ‘do not in the least fear sinking in the estimation of the public from the shabbiness of their clothing, the meanness of their lodgings, or the fashion of their equipages’ (p. 374). The driving purpose of Travels had been to ‘weld’ together the disparate regions. In Delhi, however, the ‘great outward difference from the Hindoos of Bengal’ (p. 374) is manifested by the intractably undifferentiated corporal aesthetics of the population itself.
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